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4shared.com.rarQ: Request HttpWebRequest is going out of scope, how to avoid? I'm making a sample server that returns a list of random words from a database. This example works perfectly. However, when I want to make multiple requests, I encounter an error that the
request is out of scope. I need to be able to send multiple requests per user, I can't figure out how to keep this from happening. Any help would be much appreciated. var mainRequest = WebRequest.Create(""); while (true) { var mainrequest = (HttpWebRequest)

WebRequest.Create(""); if (mainRequest.GetResponse()!= null) { //Response was not null. using (StreamReader response = new StreamReader(mainRequest.GetResponse().GetResponseStream())) { var responseText = response.ReadToEnd();
Console.WriteLine(responseText); //do something with responseText } } else { //Response was null, or something happened. Console.WriteLine("Timeout, or net error?"); Thread.Sleep(1000); } } A: You can not achieve this using the code you have posted. You can create a

thread for each request that you need to make: var requests = new List(); while (true) { using (var request = (HttpWebRequest)WebRequest.Create("")) { requests.Add(request); if (request.GetResponse()!= null) { using (StreamReader 0cc13bf012

Epubor Ultimate Converter 3.0.10.118, 100% Clean and Compressed.rar. Epubor Ultimate Converter 3.0.10.118 Crack [CracksNow].rar.In the past a coolant reservoir was typically located below the floor of a vehicle and below the engine in the compartment in which the engine
was located. In many cases, the vehicle had a shaft passing through the floor and the engine compartment. It was necessary to pass coolant through the shaft to cool the engine. Thus, in the past a cover was provided which covered the top of the shaft and the cover had an
opening to allow coolant to flow therethrough. These previous configurations allowed the coolant to flow from the reservoir and flow over the top of the shaft to the engine in the compartment and then pass through the shaft to the coolant reservoir. The use of open coolant

reservoirs, however, created problems with energy saving devices such as the vehicle air conditioner. Since coolant flowed through the shaft, it was necessary to have provision for sealing the shaft between the engine and the coolant reservoir and one solution which was used
was to provide a flexible gasket around the shaft between the engine and the coolant reservoir. Because of the need to have an open coolant reservoir, it was necessary to remove the gasket to access the shaft. If the gasket was hard, it was difficult to remove. Accordingly, it
would be desirable to have a seal which was easier to remove for servicing purposes. Furthermore, it was desired to have a fastening mechanism for fastening the lid to the cover of the reservoir. In the past, fastening mechanisms were provided. In the past, however, these

mechanisms were provided with a large number of parts and a large force was required to lock the lid on the cover. It would be desirable to have a simple and reliable fastening mechanism which did not require a large number of parts. Because of the increase in energy
prices, it is becoming more important to conserve energy. However, it is also desirable to provide a reservoir which is easy to service. Thus, it would be desirable to have a seal and fastening mechanism which minimized any cooling loss through leakage of coolant. Thus, there

is a need for a coolant reservoir system in which the reservoir is sealed to the area around it to minimize any loss of heat to the area around the reservoir. Furthermore, there is a need for a system in which the seal can be easily
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the window of QScrollArea I want to place widgets in a QScrollArea. But widgets are very large, and I only need 20 of them. I tried subclassing QScrollArea and override the following function, void QScrollArea::resizeEvent(QResizeEvent *resizeEvent) {
QScrollArea::resizeEvent(resizeEvent); QWidget *m_widget = dynamic_cast((*this)[0]); int windowWidth = m_widget->size().width(); int windowHeight = m_widget->size().height(); if(!resizeEvent->isValid()) return; QSize adjustedSize = resizeEvent->size();

adjustedSize.setWidth(windowWidth - (adjustedSize.width() / 4)); adjustedSize.setHeight(windowHeight - (adjustedSize.height() / 4)); setContentsMargins(adjustedSize.width(), 0, adjustedSize.width(), 0); setContentsMargins(adjustedSize.height(), 0, 0, 0); } but the thing is
when I resize the window, the scrollbars don't automatically resize with the window. A: I found a solution myself. QScrollArea doesn't accept a QWidget, only a QFrame. So we have
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